R-47
Specializing in application-optimized
server storage and workstation
design-builds tailored to exceed
your security requirements. Our
security industry experience allows
us to deliver higher performance
machines tested and custom-built
specifically to your Access Control,
AI and VMS requirements.

Custom design builds with Unlimited Petascale storage capabilities are available upon request.

Powerful Performance, Trusted and Verified
ReddWare brings over a decade of listening, observing, testing and customization experience from Fortune
500 customers who require more than commercial off-the-shelf security machines for leading Access
Control, AI and VMS security platforms. Our high performance workstations and servers were developed
and proven by over 100,000 hours of real world testing in demanding environments.

Customized Approach
The R47 series is built on a specialized 4U chassis system, accommodating 36 drive bays, with built in
scalability to 124 drive bays. Providing a robust highly flexible and scalable platform that allows for
modular expansion as needs change. Equipped with Enterprise class hardware, RAID and redundant
power sup-plies, the R47 series includes high availability features in every design. Every R47 employs a
design unique to the specific VMS solution. This ensures optimal performance under demanding loads.

Versatile
The R47 series is the workhorse of ReddWare surveillance solutions. Trusted by Fortune 500 companies
around the world, it provides a robust and highly scalable foundation to meet the demands of casinos,
amusement parks, municipalities, and other environments with high camera density and large storage
requirements.

Video Recorder Server
�Built on The Award Winning SUPERMICRO Platform
�US-Based Engineering and Manufacturing
�Certified to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485:2016
and ISO 14001:2015 Standards
�Hardware Based RAID
�Up to 1.5 Petabytes Storage

�Dual 1GB NIC | IPMI Management Interface
�Dual 10GB NIC
�Redundant Power Supplies
�3-5 Year Advanced Replacement Warranty
�Advanced Hardware Health Monitoring
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